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ANGLES

Definitions

Below is the picture of an angle. Technically, it is the union of

two rays with a common end point.

The two rays are symbolized as and BC and the angle as LAW, LOA,

or LB. The rays are called the sides of the angle, litand Ttin this

angle. The point of intersection of the rays, point B for this angle,

is called the vertex.

An angle separates the plane into three sets of points, the interior

of the angle, the exterior of the angle, and the angle.

(Pig. 2)

Measuring Angle

When a linear measurement is made, a unit of length is used. What

do you think would be used as a unit of measure for an angle? If you

said another angle, you were correct.
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Activities

In each of the problems 1-5, use the given angle as the unit of measure

and measure each angle. Remember that measurement is never exact, although

it may involve only a very small error, and give your answer to the nearest

unit of measure. (Copy the unit angle on another sheet of paper and use your

ruler to tear it out.)

1.

2.

3.

Unit Angle

m L ABC = (in LAW means the

measure of L ABC)

m DF2 =

L

- 4

r -(144;



4.

5.

>

M KIM 111

m LPQR =

3

Just as the unit measure for length has been standardized, the unit

of measure for angles has also Nam], standardized. The two most often

used units of measure for angles are the degree and the radian. For our

purposes we will use the degree as the unit of measure primarily because

an instrument for measuring angles in degrees is readily available. This

instrument is called a protractor. The following illustration will Show

you how to measure an angle, in degrees, with a protractor.

q0 goo

M

14

(Fig. 3)

The measure of the angle pictured in figure 3 is 50. That is, it

contains 50°. The measure of the angle is found in this manner:

50 - 0 = 50

or

vao - 130 = 50

,14
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When finding the measure of an angle using a protractor, always

use the two outside numerals whic are associated with the sides of the

angle or the two inside numerals. Never subtract a number of the inside

scale from a number of the outside scale or vice versa.

Activities

With the use of a protractor, find the measures of the following

angles. (Give your answer to the nearest degree. We will not be measuring

any angle whose measures are greater than 180 .)

1. A 2.

m L ABC in

3.

B

m / DEP 11

4.

m L OW it

m Liaid



5.

6.

Q

m =

m L STU

5

Use the drawing below to find the measures of the indicated angles.

Problem number 7 is an example.

7. m LABC = 140 - 110 = 30

8. m LOD = 110 6. 85 =

9. m LDBE m 85 - 60

10. m L EBP

11. m L Al3D

12. m LABE

13. m L. ABP
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In problems 14-18 use the drawing below and a protractor to fill in the

blanks with the correct measures.

14. M Z. ABC

15. m LAKE

16. m L EBD

17. m L ABD

18. m L DBC

alma,

WEI
01111,

Andes as......p.c3_,....LaTriangles B C

The figure below is a picture of a triangle. Technically, a triangle

is the union of three line segments with three noncollinear points* The

three noncollinear points are represented by Al B, and C in this drawing.

(Three points are noncollinear if there is no line which contains all

three points.) Triangle ABC is symbolized byAABC. The sides are AB,

C

(Fig* 4)

AC, and BC. The lengths of the three sides are AB, AC, and BOO The angles,

which are not completely pictured, are L, ABC, LBOA, and Z:CAB. Triangle

ABC is pictured in figure 5 with emphasis on its angle ABC.

(Fig. 5)

A triangle separates the plane into three sets of points, the interior

of the triangle, the exterior of the triangle, and the triangle4 The

- -7 r ' '7



interior of the triangle and the triangle form what is known as a

triangular region. That is, the union of the triangle and its in-

terior is a triangular region.

(Pig. 6)

In problems 1-3 find the measures of each of the angles of the

triangles. (Use your protractor.)

1.

m
=

m LB =

m LC = MIIIMIEPOR

C

2.

m Ln =

m LE =

m LP =



J

Use problems 1- 3 to answer each of these:

4. m +m, LB +m Le =

5. m +m L E+ m L F =

6. m +m + m LIT =

7. What is the sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle?

Naming Angles

If an angle has a measure of less than 90, it is known as an acute

angle. An angle with a measure of 90 is known as a right angle. One

measuring less than 180but greater than 90 is called an obtuse angle,

and an angle of 180 is a,straight,angle.

Acute Angle

900

Obtuse Angle

1800

Straight Angle



Activities

In each of the problems 1-10 describe the angle as acute, right,

or obtuse. You may use your protractor.

1. 2.

3.

LA is

Lois

L B is

4. LEM is

5. LEEG is

6. LDEH is

7. LW is

8.

9.

10.

LPEG is

LPEH is

LGE3 is

9
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Polygons and the Measures of Their Angles

We have just seen that the sum of the measures of the angles of a

triangle is 180. let us use this fact to determine the sum of the

measures of the angles of a polygon of more than three sides. First,

what is a polygon? Here are pictures of six different polygons.

Triangle

Hexagon

Quadrilateral

Heptagon

(Pig. 7)

n
Pentagot

O
Octagon

Do you see that a polygon is a set of line segments placed end to

end with the right hand end point of the final segment coinciding or

"fitting on" the left hand endpoint of the first segment?

left hand end-
point of first
segment

2 3.

Building a Polygon (quadrilateral)

right
hand end point

of final segment
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The hexagon of figure 7 is a concave polygon. The other polygons

are convex.

Any convex polygon and some concave polygons separate the plane

into three sets of points, the interior of the polygon, the exterior

of the polygon, and the polygon.

or 4

(Fig. 8

The union of the polygon and its interior is called a polygonal

region.

The number of degrees in the angles of any polygon may be deter-

mined by separating it into triangles. This is illustrated below.

(Fig. 9) (Fig. 10)

Two triangles are formed in figure 91 and the sum, in degrees, of the

measures of the angles is 2 X 180, or 360. What is the sum of the

measures of the angles of the polygon pictured in figure 10?



Activities

In each of the problems 1-5 find the sum of the measures of the

angles of the indicated polygon.

4. 5.

6. Complete the following table and see if you can determine the number

of degrees in the anglls of any polygon.

Name of
Polygon

Number
of Sides

Number of
Triangles Formed

Sum of Measures
of Angles (in DegreerJ)

Quadrilateral

Pentagon

Hexagon

Heptagon

Octagon

Nonagon

Decagon

n-gon

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n

2

3

2 X 180 = 360

M
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A regular polygon is a polygon whose sides all have the same length

and whose angles have the same measure. For instance, the quadrilateral

which is pictured below is a regular quadrilateral.

4 cm.

4 cm.

900

900

900

900

4 am.

(Fig. 11)

Measure of one3te Polygons

4 cm.

Activities

1. How would you determine the number of degrees in one angle of a regu-

lar polygon? Complete the table below and see if you can answer the

previous question?

Name of
Polygon (Regular)

Sum of Measures
of Angles (in Degrees)

No.
Angles

No. of Degrees
in one Angle

Square

Regular Pentagon

Regular Hexagon

Regular Heptagon

Regular Octagon

Regular Nonagon

Regtilar Decagon

360

540

4

5

360+ 4 = 90

......

2. Find the number of degrees in one angle of a regular 20 -gon.

3. Find the number of degrees in one angle of a regular 25 -gon.

By now it is apparent that the sum of the measures of the angles of

a polygon of 20 sides is greater than the sum of the measures of the

angles of a polygon of 19 sides.
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Measure of Exterior Anle.cLn

What about the sum of the measures of the exte:ior angles, one at

each vertex, of a polygon? Angle 1 represented in figure 12 is an ex-

terior angle.

Fig. 12)

Consider first the exterior, angles, one at each vertex, of a triangle.

(Pig. 13)

The angle pairs 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6 each form a straight angle.

Activities

Find the sum of each of the following: (m L means measure of the

angle in degrees.)

10 m Zl+m L 4 =

2. m Z: 2 + m L5 n

3. m Z:3 +m L6 =

4. In Z. 1 + ra L2 +m 1.3 +m L4 +m Z, 5 +m L6 =

5. m 4: 4 + m L 5 + m = m Z: 1 + m Z: 2 + m



Use figure 14 to solve problems 6-13.

(Fig. 14)

6. m L1 + m 5

7. m 2 + m I. 6

8. m 2: 3 + m Z: 7

9. m 2: 4 + m L8 =

10. mLl+m Z.2 +m Z3 +m L 4 +m L5 +m Z 6 -1-mZ 7 +m Z8 ag

11. m 5 + m L6 + m 2: 7 + m Z: 8 =

12. m Ll+ra L2 + m L. 3 + m 2: 4 m

13. What is the sum of the measures of the exterior angles of a

quadrilateral?

Inscribed Angles

An octagon? A 20-gon?

15

There is a relationship between what is known as an inscribed angle

and its intercepted arc. Figure 15 illustrates an inscribed angle.

C

(Fig. 15)

To be an inscribed angle, an angle must meet the following require..

ments: the sides of the angle must contain two chords of the circle,

in this ease AB and BC; the vertex of the angle, B for this angle,

must be a point of the circle. The part of the circle not in the

exterior of the angle, AC here, is the intercepted arc.
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Activities

Use your protractor and figure 16 to cam lete the table.

(Fig. 16)

Angle Intercepted Arc Number of Degrees in
Intercepted Arc

Number of Degrees
In Inscribed Angle

L. ABE AE 90

I. ABD Co

Z. ABC

.71.-D

a 20

Z. CBE CE 70 ..

i'.. CBD CZ) 30

I. DBE DE 40

2. What is the relationship between an inscribed angle and its inter

cepted arc?
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Use the relationship between an inscribed angle and its intercepted

arc to answer questions 3-9. The questions refer to figure 17.

(Pig. 17)

3. What is the sum, in degrees, of the measuvee of the three arcs, A,

CB, and BA?

4. Find * of the measure of AC + GB + Aio

5. The measure of L ABC equals one -half the measure of arc

6. The measure of L BAC equals one-half the measure of arc

7. The measure of LAO equals one-half the measure of arc

8. m Z, ABC + m LEA° m L ACB lag

9. m LAM +m LBO m LACB = degrees.

In each of the problems 10-14 determine the measure of the angle

or angles without using your protractors

10.

120°

m Z. ABC sn m L DEP in m Ha sr
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13.

m LMOP

m L NOP 1.

m LQOP 13

14.

m XYZ =

M xwz as

m LXVZ =

m LMOQ =

m LEDM

m 4:NOQ =

15. The three angles XVZ, VIZ, and XYZ are three inscribed angles

which intercept the same arc. Are inscribed angles which

intercept the some arc always equal?

,

7
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In each of the trip ,ales represented by figures 18-20 L ABD is an

exterior angle, of the triangle. The angles A and C are the remote

interior angles with respect to the angle ABD.

Activities

With your protractor find the measures of L ABD, L A, and L C

in each of the triangles represented in figazes 18-20.

1. m LA =

ra C = 0sorsomairmassine

m L ABD

A

2. m Z. A a

ra C =

m LABD

(Pig. 18)

(Fig. 19)
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3. m Z. A =

m C

m MID =

D

B

(Fig. 20)

4. Use the results of problems 1-3 to fill in the table here.

,

Figure mL.A. mLC DILA+ IA Le
4

niL ABD

18

19

20

5. What is the relationship between the measure of the exterior angle

of a triangle and the sum of the measures of its two remote interior

angles? That is, what is the relationship between DILA +uLLC

and raLABD?

6. Do you think this relationship is true of all triangles?



In each of the problems 7-14 find the measure of the exterior

angle of each of the triangles by using the faot that the measure of

the exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the measures of the

two remote interior anglesf

7. 8.

m LACD

9.

640

26°

Q

{

m L

0

8

m L. GJIC

m L EPG =

21

m Z. CBE in
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You are familiar with the symbols

51 6 and read this as " 5 is less than

than 9" is to write 109. Use one of

to make the following statements true.

angles.

> " and " < ." We would write

6." To say that "10 is greater

the three symbols, ag, < 9 or >,

Angles BCD and BAB are exterior

12. Th. LBCD m L BAC

13. m LBO mLB+m L BC

14. m B m L BCD

15. m LB m Z.BAB

16. mLB+mLACB m L

17. m L BCA m LEO

18. Do you think that in any triangle the exterior angle is greater

than either of the remote interior angles?

Where is the best place on the football field from which to kick

a field goal? You would probably agree that there are two primary

considerations tn kicking this field goal, the distance from the p7Ace

of kicking and the angle in which the football must travel to be a gcod

kick.

Kicking
Angle

In Bounds
Marker



Activities

1. which one of these positions would be most favorable for kicking

a field goal? Give a reason for your answer.

Goal Line

B

A

10 Yard Line

15 Yard Line

2. This is problem number 1 again with a hint added. Now, do you think

your answer to problem 1 is correct? If not, what should

be your answer to problem 1?

Goal Line

10 Yard Line

15 Yard Line

23

3. If you were kicking a field goal from the 10 yard line, where on the

field would be the most favorable kicking angle?

Explain.
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Lines and Angles

Two lines are parallel if they lie in the same plane and do not inte.

sect or meet. Figure 21 is a picture of two parallel lines and figure 22

is a picture of two non - parallel lines.

(Fig. 21) (Pig. 22)

The arrows in the pictures indicate that the lines go on and on. A line

which intersects two other lines that are in the same plane is called a

transversal.

(rig. 23)

One transversal in figure 23 is EF.

Angles such as 1 and 5 are corresponding angles. Three other pairs

of corresponding angles are L 3 and L 7, L2 and 4/.61 L4 and 4/.8. Angles

such as 4 and 5 are alternate interior angles. Angle 3 and angle 6 are also

alternate interior angles.



Activities

In each of the problems 1-8 use your protractor to find the measures

of angles 1-8. (nand Bare parallel.)

1. m 4! 1 = 5. m2.5 = .

2. m Z:2 = . 6. m Z:6 = 4.

3. m Z:3 = . 7. m4.7 = .

4. m Z:4 = 0 80 m Z: 8 = .

9. Angle 2 and angle 6 are corresponding angles. What do you notice

about the measures of these two angles?

10. Name three other pairs of corresponding angles.

What seems to be true of the measures of each of

these pairs of corresponding angles?

11. Angle 3 and angle 6 are alternate interior ahgles. What do you

notice about the measures of these two angles?

12. Name another pair of alternate interior angles.

What seems to be true of the measures of this pair of alternate

interior angles?
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Without using 'your protractor give the measures of angles 19 3, 49

6, 7, and 8. In the drawing, PQ and RS are parallel.

mLl =

m L. 5 =

m Z 4 =

m Z. 6 =

m L 3 =

m L7 =

m L8 la
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ANGLES

Illustration of Terms

Angle, the plane figure formed by the union of two rays.

Acute mr11,e an angle with a measure less than 90 but more than 0.

650 41° )
Alternate interior angles, angles 1 and 2 are alternate interior

angles; so are angles 3 and 4.

Corresponding angles, the pairs of corresponding angles in this

figure are Z 3. and L 2, Z. 3 and I_ 4, Z. 5 and L8, Z7 and L 6.

5 1

7 3

8 2

6 4

Exterior ,angle, an angle ,like LACD pictured here.

Exterior of an angle, points outside the angle; such as A, B, and C.
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Inscribed angle, an angle formed by two rays meeting on the circle,
with part of each ray being in the interior of the circle.

A

The angle A is inscribed in the circle.

Interior of , an points inside the angle like D, Bp and P.

E "P

Obtuse EMI, an angle with a measure greater than 90 but less than 180.

1420

Remote interior angles, angle A and angle B are the two remote interior
angles with respect to angle ACD oftiABC pictured here.

A

Remote Into" or Angles

B
Right mii.e an angle having a measure of 90.

900

,Straightangle, an angle having a measure of 180.

A

o'7`\< >
A B 0

hal, an unbroken part of a circle or curved line.

900
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Intercepted Arc, a part of a circle or curved line which is separated
from the whole by a line which crosses it.

Intercepted

Clad, a li/e segment which cuts off an arc; the line segment from one end
point of an arc to the other end point.

chord
arc

Collinear points, points that are on the same line.

Degrees unit used in measuring angles.

40 degrees
l'\\1\105 degrees

End points' the points on each end of a line segment or on a segment of
a curve.

110mwa

Field juL3t.o a score made by kicking a football placed on the ground
across the bar of the goal posts.

success-3 points failure-0 points
0, ,3 points 0 points

points
. I

0 points 3 points
1

\i,/
/

. .0 points

Heptagon, a seven sided closed plane figure.
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ilexagon, a six sided closed plane figure.

0 0
Baca, a closed plane figure having n number of sides where n is any one of the

elements of (3, 4, 5, 6, ..0)

Noncollinear, not lying on the same straight line.

Example: Three or more points of a circle are noncollinear.

Octagon, an eight sided closed plane figure.

Pentagon a five sided closed plane figure.

Polygon, a plane closed figure have n vertices and n sides where n is any one
of the elements of (3,4,5,6, ...)

3-3 -4 12-12

Concave Polygon, if you extend all sides of the polygon, at least two will

intersect another side of the polygon.

.......

- .

Convex Polygon,
%

if you extend any side of a polygon and the extension does

does not go inside the polygon, it is convex.

/I

IMMO 4110

11
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Regular Loailm., a polygon is regular if all the sides have the same length
and all the angles have the same measure.

Parallel lines, lines that are an equal distance apart and never meet,

.1291zo.al won, the union of the polygon and its interior.

and and

Protractor) an instrument for measuring angles in degrees°

(10

O

Quadrilateral, a four sicced closed plane figure°

Ray, a straight line which begins at a point and continues unlimited in
one direction,

Aay
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Se ment? r. portion or a part.

line segment

Transversal, a line that intersects other lines.

Triangle, a three sided closed plane figure.

Triangular region, the union of the triangle and its interior.

and 17p make

Union, the union of sets A and B is a third set, C; such that the elements

in set C are contained in at least one of sets A, B.

( 1, 2) U [314) = (1,2,3,4)

(0) U (016.) == ( 10111)

(alelito) U (10,u) = falelipolu)

Unit, comes from the word unity which means "one," so anything given the

measure of 1 is called a unit.

Some linear units are: inch, centimeter, foot and yard.

Some area units are: square inch, square centimeter, square yard.

Some volume units are: cubic centimeter, cubic inch, pint, liter

and quart.
Some angular units are: degree and radian.

Vertex, is 1 the place where two sides of flat figure meet;

2 the place where three or more sides of a solid figure meet.

vertex These figures have five vertices.
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